CONCRETE COLLAR OPTION

1. The Concrete Collar width shall be one half of the outside pipe diameter of the largest pipe. The minimum Concrete Collar width shall be 12" (in). Concrete Collars may be used with all pipe materials and diameters. The Concrete Collar option shall only be used to extend existing pipes. Concrete shall be Commercial Concrete in accordance with Standard Specification Section 9-04.4(3).

2. Steel Welded Wire Fabric shall be in accordance with Standard Specification Section 9-07.7. Install two wraps for size 6 x 6 W1.4 x W1.4 (10 Gage) Steel Welded Wire Fabric or one wrap for any of the following sizes:
   - 6 x 6 W2.1 x W2.1 (8 Gage)
   - 6 x 6 W2.9 x W2.9 (6 Gage)
   - 4 x 4 W2.9 x W2.9 (6 Gage)
   - 4 x 4 W4.0 x W4.0 (4 Gage)
   Provide 1 1/2" min. covering over wire fabric.

3. When a Coupling Band connection requires attachment to the bell end of a concrete pipe, the bell end of the pipe shall be removed before the connection is installed.

4. Increase the outside diameter of the metal pipe to match the outside diameter of the concrete pipe by installing 12" (in) wide rubber gaskets, thickness as required (Coupling Band only). The rubber gaskets shall be in accordance with Standard Specification Section 9-04.4(3).

5. Use a flat Type K Coupling Band. Type K Coupling Bands with dimples are not allowed for the installation detail shown. The Coupling Band option shall only be used for extending existing pipes that have an inside diameter of 36" (in) or less.

NOTES

CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE COLLAR

STEEL WELDED WIRE FABRIC - SEE NOTE 2

COLLAR WIDTH

SEE NOTE 1

CONCRETE COLLAR OPTION

24" (IN) WIDE, 1" (IN) THICK RUBBER GASKET

IN ACCORDANCE WITH STANDARD SPECIFICATION SECTION 9-04.4(3)

CONCRETE PIPE - SEE NOTE 3

CORRUGATED METAL PIPE

RUBBER GASKETS - SEE NOTE 4

TYPE "K" COUPLING BAND - SEE NOTE 5

COUPLING BAND OPTION

D WINGETS THAT HAVE AN INSIDE DIAMETER OF 36" (IN) OR LESS.